
Dear Readers,
 
Even though the weather in many of continental Europe has been less than perfect, the 2021
pollination season started already weeks-to-months ago, and for those individuals allergic
to tree pollens, humans or animals, the familiar flares of allergic signs rhinoconjunctivitis,
asthma and atopic dermatitis have already occurred, or are soon to do so.!
 
As you all already know, veterinarians use two different procedures to determine IgE
sensitizations to aeroallergens: a skin (be it intradermal or, rarely, a prick) and/or a
serological test. While both methods will most often reveal the ubiquitous IgE sensitization
to house dust and storage mites (which may or may not be pathogenic – stay tuned for a
later newsletter), the demonstration of pollen-specific IgE reactivity is more common in
southern than northern climates.
 
Fairly recently, you might have heard of an issue that is likely to affect the relevance of
pollen-specific IgE determination in serological tests: the presence of IgE against cross-
reactive carbohydrate determinants (or CCDs). I thought that this topic might be worth a
newsletter at this time of the year! In the next issue, while still in the midst of the grass
pollen season, I will be pondering the matter of pollen co-sensitization and cross-reactivity
– stay tuned!

The importance of detecting and blocking anti-CCD IgE in serological tests

Dr. Thierry Olivry's point of view



What are cross-reactive carbohydrate determinants (CCDs)?

Most allergens are proteins, and most proteins are, in fact, glycoproteins. This term means
that they carry sugars (glycans) linked to them through either nitrogen (N-glycans) or,
more rarely, oxygen atoms (O-glycans).
 
Allergens from several sources (e.g., pollens, plant-based foods, insect venoms and
helminths) carry, with minor variation in structure, a common N-glycanic structure named
“classical” CCDs. These classical CCDs are somewhat different from the N-glycans of
mammals as they contain xylose and fucose bound in a “non-mammalian” way. These
differences in N-glycan structure can trigger an IgE-sensitization in 5- 10% of healthy and
20-30% of allergic humans (see below for animals).
 
The first important consequence of the development of anti-CCD IgE is that, classical CCDs
being shared by many allergen sources (see above), a patient with anti-CCD IgE is very
likely to have a positive serological test positive to many pollens, plant foods, insect
venoms and nematodes due to cross-reactivity (i.e., an IgE sensitization to one allergen
triggers the IgE recognition of others).
 
The second—and perhaps even more important—consequence of having anti-CCD IgE is that
the available evidence suggests that such IgE antibodies are mostly non-pathogenic. In
other words, such anti-CCD-IgE are unlikely to be responsible for clinical signs of allergy in
most patients.
 
In humans, the evidence of low pathogenicity of anti-CCD IgE stems from their reduced
ability to induce positive skin tests and basophil degranulation assays. Furthermore, a few
human patients with CCD-specific IgE did not react when blindly fed a CCD-bearing protein.
At this time, there is no clear evidence that CCD-specific IgE can provoke clinical allergic
reactions in humans! For those of you interested in immunology, I have summarized the
proposed mechanisms why anti-CCD IgE are not pathogenic (see box at the end of this
newsletter).



Two studies (here for cats and here for horses) have reported that many sera from allergy-
suspected animals have a high percentage of pollen-specific IgE directed against CCDs.
These results suggest that the prevalence of anti-CCD IgE also is high in these two species.

While there is, as of yet, no published information on the pathogenicity—or lack thereof—of
anti-CCD IgE in dogs, cats and horses, the two studies referenced in the preceding
paragraph have established the profound influence that such IgE could have on the rate of
positivity of IgE serological tests: some results (especially against pollens and insects) that
are positive can become negative after incubation with a CCD blocker!

Finally, a landmark study (here) showed that, when CCD-IgE are present in the serum of
atopic dogs, they are likely one of the causes of discordance in results between intradermal
and IgE serological tests. Below I used a color-coded scheme to show the agreement
between both sensitization tests for three groups of allergens: mites, grasses and weeds. In
sera from dogs that do not have CCD-IgE (“CCD-IgE Negative” column), there is a fair to
almost-perfect agreement between intradermal and serum tests. In the presence of CCD-
IgE (“CCD-IgE Positive), the agreement is slight at best. However, when the CCD-IgE are
inhibited after incubation with a blocker, the agreement between the tests increases.

What about CCD-specific IgE in dogs, cats and horses?

It is only recently that studies have been published on CCD-specific IgE in companion
animals.
 
I am aware of five published reports on anti-CCD IgE in the dog, and I have regrouped the
main results in the figure below. The median prevalence of such IgE in atopic dogs is about
25%; that in healthy dogs was 13% in one study.

https://i7.t.hubspotemail.net/e2t/tc/VWPHHh2XsfQfW6syyBh1FV3C-W6L2xF54w2VMqMLtlVG3q0BhV1-WJV7CgFKlW87yK4j4RFk5ZW2DL6LJ59KSktW4KCT0B31d5JCW8xddg_5rjQTLW3Hy71P2bRR4SW4wR4fK8LBL4rW8WHGj03YGqjnW6gH0_Q92nTstVhrLKg9gtSljW8k4bGM6kLTm8W7Kwrqr67w3xcN2m9zgfHYK8CW6rmg8c5bxrm7VrQv4_7QZdZFW6qtlm42TBbgfW33Y89W4YBznHW1xFL4v8rT0bYW97K6GF7_ph4gW2GhJwn3zsD_2W7MtGzt6X0-WrVP5G8X1yDc78W3plQjJ34bjLFW2LZJTM6W1rTbW1w01vW2_7Vs4W6N1fpH47DFYXW6DCXZ75yF2p63bP91
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33956389/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/30908739/


Clinical bottom line

Altogether, published studies suggests that anti-CCD IgE are detectable in companion
animals, and that the prevalence might be up to 25% in atopic dogs. The recent paper by N.
Gedon and colleagues suggests that, in dogs, inhibiting such CCD-specific IgE improves the
concordance between the results of IgE serological and skin tests, especially for pollen
allergens. Remaining (i.e., post-CCD blocking) IgE reactivities against pollens are thus
more likely to be “true positives”.
 
Nevertheless, always being a skeptic, I am eagerly awaiting studies unequivocally showing
that CCD-specific IgE are not pathogenic in animals. With such studies, one will be able to
say that the detection/blocking of CCD-IgE in IgE serological tests will be the greatest
advance in veterinary allergy of this decade!
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